Segment 10 Exhibit
- Interim alignment (in place of tracks) and Ultimate alignment (next to tracks) shown side by side
- Including public comments that have recently been received (blue text boxes)

Segment 11 Exhibit (17MB) including public comments that have recently been received
- Interim alignment and Ultimate alignment shown side by side
- Including public comments that have recently been received (blue text boxes)

Segment 12 Exhibit
- Ultimate alignment shown on page 1, interim shown on page 2. Note the direction of the north arrow!
- Abbreviations:
  - RT-U=Rail Trail-Ultimate
  - RT=Rail Trail-Interim
  - RW=retaining wall
  - R/W=right-of-way
  - Rt=right
  - Lt=left
  - OG=original ground
  - FG=finished grade
  - BC/EC/PCC/PRC=curvature terms